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I. Introduction
Through a number of statutes passed in the 1970s, Congress ex-
pressed its intent that coastal producing states would be partners with the
federal government in the development of Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) oil and gas resources, which can have significant adverse effects
on coastal resources.'
For many years, the federal government has taken the partnership of
the Gulf Coast states for granted in its offshore leasing activities. The
partnership has become increasingly lopsided. While most of the basic
statutory and regulatory procedures for obtaining input from the states
have been followed, the Five-Year Lease Planning process, followed by
individual lease sales, have largely implemented the foregone conclu-
sions of the federal government with respect to what lease tracts will be
offered for development and when those tracts will be offered for bid,
regardless of the impact on coastal resources and without adequate envi-
ronmental analysis. The Gulf Coast states usually ve acqquiesced in
those conclusions, although not always.
However, in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the
states, particularly Louisiana, have a heightened awareness of the im-
pacts of offshore development on coastal resources. In an effort to ensure
that these impacts are appropriately identified and addressed, Louisiana
has sent a strong signal to the federal government that the offshore leas-
The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), 43 U.S.C. § 1331 et seq., defines
the OCS as "all submerged lands lying seaward and outside of the area of lands beneath
navigable waters as defined in section 1301 of this title, and of which the subsoil and
seabed appertain to the United States and are subject to its jurisdiction and control." Id. §
1331(a). Essentially, the OCS is the area of the continental shelf beyond the territory of
the coastal states. In the OCSLA, the coastal states were awarded leasing rights to off-
shore areas extending no less than three miles and no more than three marine leagues
(approximately 9 miles) from their respective coastlines. Id. §§ 1312, 1313. In the Gulf of
Mexico, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama are entitled to the three-mile distance;
Texas and Florida are entitled to three marine leagues. See United. States v. Louisiana,
394 U.S. I (1969).
2 For example, in 1991, the State of Louisiana filed a complaint and a motion for
preliminary injunction against the U.S.Department of the Interior to prevent Lease Sale
135 from being held until a valid consistency determination was prepared. The court
denied the motion based on its findings that the State was not likely to succeed on the
merits of its claims regarding the adequacy of the consistency determination and the envi-
ronmental analysis. Louisiana v. Lujan, 777 F. Supp. 486 (E.D.La. 1991).
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ing process will no longer be "business as usual." In Blanco v. Burton,3
the State of Louisiana insisted upon, at a very minimum, an accurate en-
vironmental assessment of the damage to the coastline from the two hur-
ricanes and an updated, thorough assessment of the onshore impacts of
further federal offshore leasing and production activities. Following
Judge Engelhardt's preliminary injunction decision, a settlement was
reached on this issue that protected the status quo until appropitiate envi-
ronmental assessments are completed. The question is whether,:with re-
gard to OCS leasing activities, the federal government will change its
attitude towards the Gulf Coast states or whether it will continue to pur-
sue an essentially solitary strategy in the future.
This paper fi:st presents an overview of the OCS leasing process
and addresses the context of state and federal interaction as Congress
intended in the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA),4 the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),5 and the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act (OCSLA). 6 Next, it addresses the events that led up to Blanco
v. Burton, in an effort to put the lawsuit into proper perspective, and re-
views the issues that were presented in the lawsuit, the preliminary in-
junction decision and the -settlement terms. Finally, it addresses unre-
solved issues that remain after the lawsuit and the future of federal OCS
leasing activities in the Gulf of Mexico.
II. Overview of the OCS Leasing Process
The OCSLA entrusted the Secretary of the Interior wi the of
overseeing and prcmulgating regulations concerning leasing of the OCS.
In carrying out his duties, the Secretary is required to consider and bal-
ance the potential for environmental harm, the potential for adverse iin-
pact to the coastal zone, and the potential for the discovery of resources,
while also ensuring receipt of fair market value for the lands leased and
the rights conveyed.7 The OCSLA authorizes the Secretary to grant oil
and gas leases to the highest qualified responsible bidder.8 The Secretary
has delegated his leasing authority to the Minerals Management Service
(MMS).
Section 18 of the OCSLA requires the Secretary to prepare an oil
and gas leasing program consisting of a 5-year schedule of lease sales.'
The OCSLA provides that the schedule shall indicate the size, timing and
location of leasing activity for the five-year period which will best meet
Civil Action No. 06-3813 (E.D. La. dismissed Oct. 24, 2006).
4 16 U.S.C. §§ 1451- 1456.
s 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.
6 43 U.S.C. § 1331 et seq.
7 43 U.S.C. §§ 133 4(a)(3), 1334(a)(4).
8 Id. § 1337(a)(1).
9 Id. § 1344.
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national energy needs. Section 18 further provides that management of
the OCS "shall be conducted in a manner which considers economic,
social, and environmental values of the renewable and nonrenewable
resources contained in the [OCS], and the potential impact of oil and gas
exploration on other resource values of the [OCS] and the marine,
coastal, and human environments."' 0
In addition, the OCSLA requires the Secretary to invite and consider
suggestions for proposed lease programs from the governor of any state
which may become an affected state under the proposed program."
The Central and Western Gulf of Mexico constitutes one of the
world's major oil and gas producing areas and has proved a steady and
icliable source of crude oil and natural gas for more than 50 years. As a
result of congressional moratoria and Presidential Directives withdraw-
ing certain areas from OCS leasing activities in response to concerns that
offshore oil and gas development poses unacceptable environmental risks
and threatens coastal interests, OCS oil and gas leasing activity now oc-
curs mostly in the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska.
HI. Rights of Coastal States and Obligations of the Federal Govern-
ment in the OCS Leasing Process
Through a series of laws enacted by Congress in the 1 970s, the
coastal states were granted significant rights in the OCS leasing process,
and Congress imposed corresponding obligations on the federal govern-
ment to ensure that the states' voices were heard. Tiese'rights and obli-
gations are discussed below.
A. The Coastal Zone Management Act
"In many ways the CZMA is the cornerstone of federal efforts to
protect and manage our nation's coastlines," and represents "a
unique federal-state collaboration."l 2
Congress enacted the CZMA "to encourage and assist the States in
developing and implementing management programs to preserve, pro-
tect, develop, and where possible, to restore or enhance the resources of
our nation's coast by the exercise of planning and control with respect to
activities occurring in their coastal zones."' 3 Passed in 1972 following
the publication of the Stratton Commission's 1969 Report, "Our Nation
and the Sea," the CZMA encouraged states to develop coastal manage-
ment programs and in return guaranteed, in part, that federal activities
10 Id. § 1344 (a)(1).
" Id. § 1344 (c)(1).
12 Timothy Beatley, David J. Brower & Anna K. Schwab, AN INTRODUCTION To
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 102 (2d ed. 2002).
13 Act of Sept. 30, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-464, 1980 U.S.C.C.A.N. (94 Stat. 2060)
4362.
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would be consistent with the enforceable policies of any such program,
unless otherwise precluded by law or exempted by the President.14
Section 307(c) of the CZMA states that "[e]ach Federal agency ac-
tivity within or outside the coastal zone that affects any land or water use
or natural resource of the coastal zone shall be carried out in a manner
which is consisteni: to the maximum extent practicable with the enforce-
able policies of approved State management programs."15 Thus, a federal
agency carrying out an activity affecting any coastal use or resource must
provide a "consistency determination" to the relevant state agency.' 6
An OCS leas - sale is a federal agency activity under the CZMA
federal consistency regulations.' 7 If MMS determines that a lease sale
will have reasonably foreseeable coastal effects, it must provide a consis-
tency determinatio n to the affected state or states examining whether the
lease sale is "consistent to the maximum extent practicable" with the en-
forceable policies of the state's coastal management program.' 8 If a state
objects, MMS may proceed with an OCS lease sale either when MMS
provides the state with the reasons why the OCSLA and MMS's admin-
istrative record supporting the lease sale decision prohibits MMS from
fully complying with the state's enforceable policies, or if it determines
that its activity is fully consistent with the state's enforceable policies.' 9
In either case, MMS must provide the state agency with written notice
that it is proceeding over the state's objection and explaining why the
activity is consistent to the maximum extent practicable and/or fully con-
sistent.20
P 16 U.S.C. §§ 14'il-1465. See generally S. Rep. No. 94-277, as reprinted in 1976
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1768, 1771-87 (concerning the CZMA Amendments of 1976 and describ-
ing history surrounding the CZMA).
1! 16 U.S.C. § 1456(c)(1)(A).
1 Id. § 1456 (c)(1)(C); 15 C.F.R. § 930.34 (a)(1).
1 See Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Regulations; Final Rule,
65 Fed. Reg. 77,123, 77,132 (Dec. 8, 2000) ("OCS oil and gas lease sales are subject to
the consistency requirement.").
is The regulations make clear that "consistent to the maximum extent practicable"
means "fully consistent with the enforceable policies of management programs unless
fill consistency is proh.bited by existing law applicable to the Federal agency." 15 C.F.R.
§ 930.32(a)(1).
1 15 C.F.R. § 930.43(d); Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Regu-
lations; Final Rule, 71 Fed. Reg. 788, 790-91 (Jan. 5, 2006). The Department of Com-
rerce has interpreted the CZMA to allow a federal agency to disagree with a state about
whether a particular activity is fully consistent with a state's coastal management pro-
gram. Coastal Zone Management Act Federal Consistency Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg.
77,123, 77,142 (2000).
20 Federal Consistency Requirements, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Man-
agement, NOAA (Sept. 20, 2004), available at
h1t://coastalmanageme nt.noaa.g2ov/consistency/resources.html.
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Section 930.39 of the implementing regulations provides that the
consistency determination must include a "detailed description of the
activity, its associated facilities, and their coastal effects, and compre-
hensive data and information sufficient to support the Federal agency's
consistency statement." 21 MMS must provide supplemental consistency
determinations if the activity will affect any coastal use or resource dif-
ferently than previously analyzed, such as where there are "significant
new circumstances or information relevant to the proposed activity and
the proposed activity's effect on any coastal use or resource."22 In addi-
tion, the consistency determination "must be based upon an evaluation of
the relevant enforceable policies of the [state's] management program,"
and a description of this evaluation must be included in, or otherwise
provided to the state together with, the consistency determination.23
In recognition of the important state-federal collaborative process
established in the CZMA, the Departmental Manual of the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior sets forth extensive CZMA conflict resolution proce-
dures.24 The Manual provides that when a State notifies MMS that one of
its activities has been found not to be consistent with the State's ap-
proved coastal zone management program, "every attempt should be
made" to resolve such conflict by MMS. If MMS is not successful in
finding a solution, it should request the assistance of the appropriate Re-
gional Environmental Officer, a Departmental officer, to resolye the con-
flict. If the conflict still cannot be resolved, the MMS Director must for-
ward the matter through the Assistant Secretary for Lands and Minerals
Management to the Department's Office of Policy Analysis, which will
discuss the issue with MMS, other agency officials and the State. If no
resolution is found, the Department will request informal assistance from
NOAA to find a resolution in accordance with 15 C.F.R. § 930.11. If no
resolution is reached after these efforts, MMS may submit a request to
the Secretary of the Interior for formal mediation from the Secretary of
Commerce.
B. The National Environmental Policy Act
NEPA is an integral part of the OCS leasing process. Congress en-
acted NEPA in 1969 with the goal of "declar[ing] a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment; [and] to promote efforts which will prevent or
eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the
health and welfare of man." 25 NEPA's action-forcing provisions guaran-
21 15 C.F.R. § 930.39(a).
22 Id. § 930.46(a)(2).
23 Id. § 930.39(a).
24 702 DM 1, available at http://elips.doi.gov.
2s 42 U.S.C. § 4321.
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tee that federal agencies will comply with both the letter and spirit of the
statute, including :he preparation of an environmental impact statement
(EIS) for major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment, such as a lease sale under the OCSLA.26 An EIS
must address: (1) the environmental impact of the proposed action; (2)
adverse environmental effects of the proposed action; (3) alternatives to
the proposed action; (4) the relationship between local short-terin uses of
the environment and the maintenance and enhancement of-long-term
productivity; and (5) any irreversible commitments of reoutdifWhich
27
would be involved in the proposed action.
A critical part of this analysis is the development of an "environ-
mental baseline" and then analyzing the reasonably foreseeable direct,
indirect and cumulative effects of the proposed action on that baseline.28
The "direct" impacts of an action are those effects "which are caused by
the action and occur at the same time and place."29 "Indirect effects" are
those effects "which are caused by the action and are later in time or far-
ther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect
effects may include growth-inducing effects and other effects related to
induced changes in the pattern- of land use, population density or growth
rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, in-
cluding ecosystems." 3 o' 'Finally, agencies must consider cumulative ef-
fects, or the "incremental impact of the action when added to 6thei past,
present, and- reasonably. foreseeable future actions regardless tof what
agency (Federal' dr nbh-Federal) or person undertakes such oiher ac-
tions."3'
An agency must prepare a supplemental EIS (SEIS) if "there are
significant new ciicumstances or information relevant to environmental
concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts."3 Agencies
"[m]ay also prepa:-e supplements when the agency determines that the
purposes of [NEPA] will be furthered by doing so."33
26 Id. § 4332(2)(C). The 1978 amendments to the OCSLA expressly provided that
offshore lease sales are "major federal actions" that require an EIS. See 43 U.S.C. §§
1346, 1351.
27 Id. § 4332(2)(C). See also 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16.
2C 40 C.F.R. §§ 1503.7, 1508.8.
29 Id. § 1508.8(a).
30 Id. § 1508.8(b).
31 Id. § 1508.7. See also id. § 1508.27(b)(7)(requiring an agency to consider
"[w]hether the action i. related to other actions with individually insignificant but cumu-
latively significant impacts."
3 40 C.F.R. § 1502 9(c)(1).
3 Id.
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MMS generally prepares a multi-sale EIS for each 5-year schedule
of sales in the Gulf of Mexico and an Environmental Assessment (EA)
for the individual lease sales, which tier off of the multi-sale EIS.34
C. The Guter Continental Shelf Lands Act
A primary objective of Congress in the 1978 Amendments to the
OCLSA was to enhance the role of coastal states in OCS oil and gas leas-
ing decisions made by the federal government.35 Congress contemplated
that affected coastal states would play an important role in the pre-lease
decisions regarding the size, timing and location of a lease sale. To that
end, Congress enacted section 19 to ensure that the states, through their
governors, would have a "leading" role, particularly in decisions regard-
ing the size, timing and location of lease sales. 36
Section 19 of the OCSLA requires that the Secretary of the Interior
accept a Governor's recommendations if those recommendations provide
for a reasonable balance between the nation's interests and the interests
of the state.37 This interpretation is consistent with Massachusetts v.
Clark," where the court issued a preliminary injunction against the
award of a lease. There, the court observed that "[o]nce submitted to the
Secretary, the Governor's recommendations are conditionally binding."3 9
The court added that the "Secretary is compelled to accept the Gover-
nor's recommendations if they represent a 'reasonable balance between
the national interest and the well-being of the citizens of the affected
state."' 40
While Congress did not grant states a "veto power over OCS oil and
gas Activities,"A it did grant the governors of affected coastal states the
34 NEPA regulations encourage agencies to tier their environmental impact statements
to eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issues and to focus on the actual issues
ripe for decision at each level of environmental review. "Whenever a broad environ-
mental impact statement has been prepared (such as a program or policy statement) and a
subsequent statement or environmental assessment is then prepared on an action included
within the entire program or policy (such as a site specific action) the subsequent state-
ment or environmental assessment need only summarize the issues discussed in the
broader statement and incorporate discussions from the broader statement by reference
and shall concentrate on the issues specific to the subsequent action." 40 C.F.R. §
1502.20.
3 H.R. Rep. No. 95-590, at 152 (1977).
36 Id. The Conference Committee stated that "this section [19] is intended to insure
that the Governors of affected States . . . have a leading role in OCS decisions and par-
ticularly as to potential lease sales and development and production plans." H.R. Rep.
No. 95-1474, at 106 (1978), as reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1450.
3 43 U.S.C. § 1345(c).
38 594 F. Supp. 1373 (D. Mass. 1984).
3 Massachusetts v. Clark, 594 F. Supp. at 1384.
40 Id
41 H.R. Rep. No. 95-590, at 153 (1977).
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initial authority to strike a reasonable balance between the national and
state interests. The Secretary's role under this provision is to act as a
check on possible. abuses of a governor's authority, by reviewing the
state's recommendations to determine whether they constitute a reason-
able balance of the competing interests recognized in the OCSLA. If the
Secretary does not accept the governor's recommendations, the Secretary
has the burden to show why the recommendations do not represent a rea-
sonable balance of those competing interests.
IV. Blanco v. Burton
A. Events Leading to the Lawsuit
Under MMS s five-year OCS oil and gas leasing program for 2002-
2007, eleven areawide lease sales were proposed for the Gulf of Mexico:
four in the Western Planning Area, five in the Central Planning Area, and
two in the Eastern Planning Area. MMS prepared a multi-sale EIS in
November 2002 for the nine proposed lease sales in the Western and
Central Gulf of Mexico Planning Areas. Lease Sale 200, the final lease
sale proposed for the Western Planning Area under the 2002-2007 pro-
gram, was scheduled from the beginning to be held in 2006.
In the late summer and fall of 2005, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
devastated coastal communities in Louisiana and Mississippi, including
areas that support OCS-related infrastructure, destroyed acres of wet-
lands, and caused oil spills and other environmental contamination.
Those coastal impacts were only the ones most immediately apparent.
Shortly thereafter, on November 22, 2005, MMS published a notice
of its intent to prepare an EA for proposed Lease Sale 200.42 On Decem-
ber 22, 2005, the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (LDNR)
submitted extensive comments, presenting new information and issues,
among others, relating to the 2005 hurricanes. On March 31, 2006,
LDNR received from MMS a consistency determination for proposed
Lease Sale 200 (CD), which concluded that the proposed lease sale was
consistent with the enforceable policies of the Louisiana Coastal Re-
sources Program (LCRP). According to the CD, it tiered off of the con-
sistency determinaion prepared for Lease Sale 187 in 2003 and focused
on the updated information from the Sale 200 and 196 EAs that was not
available for the Sale 187 consistency determination.
On April 3, 2006, Governor Blanco received from MMS a copy of
the Proposed Notice of Sale for Lease Sale 200. Pursuant to section 19 of
the OCSLA, this letter sought the Governor's comments and recommen-
dations on the size, timing and location of the proposed sale. The next
day, MMS published a notice of the availability of the Proposed Notice
of Sale and a public notice that it had prepared an EA and a Finding of
42 70 Fed. Reg. 70,633 (Nov. 22, 2005).
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No New Significant Impact (FONNSI) for proposed Lease Sale 200,
providing 30 days for comments on those documents. 43 Despite recogniz-
ing that the 2005 hurricanes had caused widespread destruction, the. EA
concluded that MMS had identified no new significant impacts for Lease
Sale 200 that were not already addressed in the 2002 multi-sale EIS and
that it was not necessary to change the conclusions of the kind, levels or
locations of impacts described in the EIS.
LDNR notified MMS by letter dated April 13, 2006, that the infor-
mation presented in the CD was inadequate to allow review of the pro-
posed lease sale, in light of the failure of the CD to recognize the dam-
ages wrought by the 2005 hurricanes. In addition, LDNR stated that ade-
quate information concerning the impacts of the hurricanes to evaluate
certain LDNR guidelines is yet to be compiled. MMS replied by letter
dated May 4, 2006, that the CD was complete and further stated that hur-
ricane-related impacts occur independently of impacts related to OCS
lease sales.
On May 17, LDNR submitted its comments on the EA and FONNSI
for Lease Sale 200, notifying MMS that the EA was inadequate to ensure.
that MMS would make an informed decision. LDNR informed MMS that
the agency had failed, perhaps in a rush to keep to the schedule identified
in the multi-sale EIS, to take the necessary steps to comply with the
OCSLA, CZMA and NEPA requirements to ensure the protection of
Louisiana's coastal zone and the infrastructure that makes exploration
and production of OCS resources possible in an efficient and economic
fashion.
On May 30, 2006, Governor Blanco submitted comments and rec-
ommendations to MMS under section 19 of the OCSLA regarding the
timing of proposed Lease 200. The Governor explained that the timing of
the proposed lease sale was inappropriate and premature and recom-
mended that the lease sale be delayed and made part of the upcoming
2007-2012 five-year lease program. In support of her recommendation,
the Governor stated that postponing the lease sale would give MMS the
opportunity to meaningfully assess the impact of OCS activities in light
of the damage to coastal resources caused by the 2005 hurricanes.
On June 14, 2006, the State submitted comments to MMS objecting
to the CD. Once again, the State asserted that MMS had failed to fully
address the devastation caused by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in its EA.
The State further explained in detail how the CD was not consistent to
the maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of the
LCRP. MMS responded to the State on June 21, 2006, by letter from the
Regional Director, suggesting that, although the agency took the position
that the lease sale was consistent with the enforceable policies of the
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43 71 Fed. Reg. 16,824 (April 4, 2006).
]LCRP, MMS would be willing to meet with State personnel to discuss
the State's concerns. Although the State and MMS pursued the possibil-
ity of a meeting, it did not take place.
LDNR submitted supplemental comments on the Lease Sale 200 EA
on July 10, 2006, in response to MMS's June 16, 2006 notice of intent to
prepare an EA for upcoming Lease Sale 201. LDNR stated that, because
Lease Sale 201 is a reasonably foreseeable future action, MMS must
meaningfully asse3 the cumulative impacts associated with Lease Sale
201 before proceeding with Lease Sale 200. The next day, LDNR re-
ceived a letter from MMS which stated that, because Lease Sale 200 is
tiered from the multi-sale EIS and references the cumulative impacts
analysis in that E'S, the cumulative impacts associated with proposed
Lease Sale 201 were assessed for proposed Lease Sale 200.
Also on July 10, 2006, LDNR received a short letter from MMS
(dated June 30, 2006) in response to the State's objection to the CD,
which concluded that proposed Lease Sale 200 activities would be fully
consistent with the provisions identified as enforceable by Louisiana in
the LCRP.
MMS notifiec the State in a letter dated July 11, 2006, that it re-
jected the Governor's recommendation to postpone the lease sale and
that the agency woald proceed with the sale as planned. In support of its
determination that the Governor's recommendation did not provide a
reasonable balance between the national interest and the well-being of
the citizens of Louisiana, MMS stated several reasons, including the po-
tential that delay of the lease sale would cause companies to invest else-
where; the impact on the delivery of new natural gas supplies; and the
potential loss of funds to the U.S. Treasury.
On the same day, the MMS Director signed the final Notice of
Lease Sale 200 announcing that the lease sale would take place in 30
days on August 16, 2006. The notice was published on July 17, 2006.44
B. Issues Raised in the Lawsuit
On July 20, 2006, Governor Blanco and the State filed a complaint
for declaratory and injunctive relief against MMS in the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana. 4 5 The plaintiffs alleged that
the decision of the defendants to proceed with Lease Sale 200 without
addressing the State's concerns was arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of
discretion under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), and was in
" 71 Fed. Reg. 40,5;8 (July 17, 2006).
45 The complete list of defendants is the Director of MMS, MMS, the Secretary of
Interior, and the U.S. Department of the Interior. The American Petroleum Institute was
granted leave to intervene as a defendant. The pleadings in the lawsuit, as well as the
decision, are available tirough the website of the Federal District Court for the Eastern
District of Louisiana.
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violation of NEPA, the CZMA and the OCSLA. The plaintiffs requested
that the court: declare that the defendants violated and continue to violate
said statutes and their implementing regulations; enjoin the defendants
from opening any bids submitted in response to the Notice of Sale, or
awarding any lease pursuant to the sale; issue a writ of mandamus pre-
venting the defendants from acting in the allegedly unlawful manner in
the complaint and requiring the defendants to act in the manner requested
by the plaintiffs during the pendency of the action; and grant other relief
deemed just, proper and equitable.
On July 27, 2006, the plaintiffs filed a motion for preliminary in-
junction and memorandum in support thereof. The motion requested that
the court enjoin the defendants from opening any bids or awarding any
leases in connection with Lease Sale 200 until a final ruling was issued
on the merits of the complaint.
Oral argument on the plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction
was held on August 8, 2006, and the court issued its order on August 14,
2006, two days before Lease Sale 200 was scheduled to take place.
The court denied the State's motion. However, the decision signifi-
cantly signaled that the federal government had failed to comply with the
intent of Congress that coastal states be treated as partners in the OCS
leasing decisionmaking process. The court held that, at a minimum, the
State made a prima facie showing that it was likely to succeed on the
merits of all of its claims.
i. Likelihood of Success on the Merits
With respect to the NEPA claims, the plaintiffs claimed that the
FONNSI for Lease Sale 200 was arbitrary and capricious, because it
failed to (1) identify and assess the existing environmental baseline, and
(2) adequately analyze the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the
proposed action. The State asserted that the 2005 hurricanes significantly
changed circumstances since the 2002 multi-sale EIS that warranted
preparation of an SEIS. The court found that the plaintiffs demonstrated
there was new information, "perhaps in abundance," pertaining to the
significant impacts the 2005 hurricanes had on the entire coastal area of
Louisiana.46 In addition, although the EA took note of many of the
changes caused by the hurricanes, it provided no real analysis to support
its statement that the prior conclusions in the 2002 multi-sale EIS regard-
ing impacts of OCS activities in connection with Lease Sale 200 were
still valid. o
Next, the State alleged that MMS acted arbitrarily and capriciously
by (1) failing to support its CD with comprehensive information and
46 Decision at p. 21. Citations to page numbers in the decision refer to the version that
appears on the district court's website.
47 Id. at p. 19.
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data, and (2) failing to address most of the State's Coastal Use Guide-
lines. Instead, the State claimed, MMS simply incorporated by reference
its analysis from earlier CDs for a previous lease without considering the
destruction of coastal wetlands and barrier islands by the 2005 hurri-
canes. The court held that MMS failed to include new, pertinent informa-
tion that reflected significantly changed circumstances after the 2005
hurricanes. 48 In addition, the court held that the CD's treatment of the
Coastal Use Guidelines was "so inadequate as to suggest that proceeding
with Lease Sale 200 was a fail accompli even before the CD was com-
piled." 49 The cotrt went so far as to state that the MMS's "cavalier" ap-
proach to the issues might fall below the arbitrary and capricious stan-
dard.50
Finally, with regard to section 19 of the OCSLA, the State claimed
that MMS acted arbitrarily and capriciously by failing to accept the Gov.
ernor's recommendation that Lease Sale 200 be postponed until the next
five-year lease cycle. Specifically, the State asserted that MMS did not
make an adequale showing that the recommendation did not provide a
reasonable balan-:e between the national interest and the well-being of
the State. The court agreed with the State's assertion, finding that
MMS's response was "cryptic" and a "casual dismissal" of the Gover-
nor's recommendations, which created the "distinct impression . . . that,
no matter what recommendations the Governor submitted, they would be
disregarded in favor of maintaining the Lease Sale schedule."s
ii. Irreparable Harm
At the outset of the decision, the court set a trial date on the com-
plaint for November 13, 2006. Thus, in analyzing whether preliminary
injunctive relief was warranted, the court focused on whether there
would be immediate and imminent environmental harm in the 90-day
period between the lease sale and the trial date.
The court concluded that, although the State may have been correct
that, over time, "significant injury to the State and its communities, re-
sources and infra:;tructure might occur as a result of Lease Sale 200 op-
erations," such future indirect and cumulative effects did not demonstrate
sufficient irreparable harm for preliminary injunctive relief before the
upcoming trial date.52 The court further stated that any injunctive relief
provided by the court following trial on the merits would be as effective
as preliminary injunctive relief.53
4 Id. at pp. 24-25.
49 Id. at p. 25.
SO Id. at p. 28.
s1 Id. at p. 3 1.
s2 Id. at p. 34.
s3 Id. at p. 35.
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iii. Adverse Effect on the Public Interest
After consideration of the competing State and national interests,
the court found that preliminary injunctive relief was not warranted,
given the imminent trial of the State's claim. 54 The court elaborated that
the opening of the bids for Lease Sale 200 would not have an adverse
effect on the public interest and any effects from the opening and award-
ing of bids before the trial date would be minimal.s"
iv. Favorable Balance of Hardships/Potential Harm
The court agreed with the State that forcing the defendants to meet
their federal obligations would not be a hardship. However, the court
found that economic hardships might be incurred by residents and busi-
nesses in coastal Louisiana if Lease Sale 200 bidding and ancillary ac-
tivities were enjoined before the November trial, particularly since such
activities would eventually take place, after statutory compliance was
ensured.57 Thus, the court concluded that such factor weighed against
issuance of a preliminary injunction.
The Settlement Agreement
Immediately following issuance of the court's decision, the parties
entered into settlement discussions. The settlement agreement was sub-
mitted to the court on October 24, 2006, and was incorporated into a
dismissal order issued the same day.
Under the settlement agreement, the federal defendants agreed that
they would not conduct any future OCS oil and gas lease sales in the
Central or Western Gulf of Mexico Planning Areas until after the issu-
ance of a record of decision (ROD) based on a new EIS, which covers
the next proposed lease sale and considers the cumulative impact of past
lease sales, including Lease Sale 200. In addition, the federal defendants
agreed that the CD for the next lease sale in the Central or Western Gulf
would not tier off of any CD for a prior lease sale. Further, prior to the
issuance of the ROD, the federal defendants agreed not to submit to the
State for review any exploration plan pursuant to Lease Sale 200 without
also submitting an EA on such plan. The parties agreed that the EA
would include an analysis of the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
of the proposed exploration plan activity, including identifying onshore
support services and infrastructure that the applicant intends to utilize, as
well as any such onshore support services and infrastructure that have
been affected by Hurricanes Katrina or Rita. Finally, with respect to the
next lease sale in the Central or Western Gulf, the federal defendants
$4 Id. at 40-4 1.
55 Id.
56 Id. at 41.
5 Id.
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agreed that any response submitted by the State under section 19 of the
OCSLA will be made by the Office of the Secretary of the Department of
the Interior.
In exchange for these commitments, the State agreed to the dis-
missal of the lawsuit. However, the parties agreed that the court would
retain jurisdiction to oversee compliance with the terms of the settlement
agreement. The dismissal order provided that the case will be dismissed
with prejudice if the State does not file a motion to enforce the terms of
the agreement within 60 days after the federal defendants notify the State
that they have satisfied their obligations under the agreement.
Since the :;ettlement agreement was signed, MMS announced on
November 17, 2006, that Lease Sale 201, which was scheduled for the
spring of 2007, was cancelled. The announcement explained that the
acreage included in Lease Sale 201 will be included instead in Lease Sale
205, the first sale for the 2007-2012 five-year program, scheduled for the
fall of 2007.
V. Unresolved Leasing Issues
Since the settlement of the lawsuit, MMS has taken various actions
to advance the next five-year leasing program. The State, of course, has
been watching to see whether MMS will take a different approach to ful-
filling its NEPA, CZMA and OCSLA obligations than it did in connec-
tion with Lease Sale 200. To date, as demonstrated in the following
summary, the Slate has not been favorably impressed with MMS's new
environmental analyses. Although many steps remain in developing the
OCS leasing program for the 2007-2012 period, including issuance of
final EISs for the Five-Year Program and the Gulf of Mexico lease sales,
there are a substantial number of outstanding unresolved issues.
A. The 2007-2012 Five-Year Program and Multi-Sale DEIS
On August 25, 2006, MMS published public notice of the availabil-
ity of a draft EIS for the 2007-2012 program.58 The State of Louisiana
filed comments in response on November 24, 2006, on both the DEIS
and the proposed leasing program.
The State emphasized at the outset that it supports the development
of the nation's energy resources and looks forward to continuing to play
a critical role in oil and gas development in the Gulf of Mexico. How-
ever, the State asserted that in light of the devastation from Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita, added to the already significant effects on Louisiana's
coastal resources and infrastructure from OCS oil and gas leasing activ-
ity, it is essential that relevant and sufficient data must be developed and
analyzed before conducting any future leasing in the Gulf. The DEIS
58 Notice of Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 71 Fed. Reg.
50,457 (Aug. 25, 20(6).
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repeatedly observes that the impacts of the hurricanes on the coastal re-
sources and infrastructure are still not fully known, although surveys by
state and federal agencies are in progress.
More specifically, the State asserted that the proposed five-year
program and the DEIS inappropriately continue the trend of using as-
sumptions, without any analysis of the actual direct, indirect and cumula-
tive effects of existing, much less future, oil and gas activities. This type
of assumed analysis can no longer be justified, as coastal Louisiana faces
the increasing threat of rising sea levels and possibly greater storm activ-
ity as a result of rising Gulf Coast temperatures. The State pointed out
that, although over the last three decades, MMS has produced many
NEPA documents examining the potential effects of OCS leasing activi-
ties, it has never made any attempt to assess the reliability of these esti-
mates and projections. The State has repeatedly requested MMS to con-
duct such assessments, with no action on the part of MMS.
In addition, the State commented that the DEIS simply repeats much
of the outdated information contained in the EA for Lease Sale 200. For
example, the DEIS neglects to correct MMS's old figures for the esti-
mate of lost coastal wetlands during the 2005 hurricanes, despite new
reports of much larger figures by its sister agency, the U.S. Geological
Survey. In addition, the DEIS discussion on employment appears to
overlook the demographic shifts that have occurred in coastal Louisiana,
despite the fact that elsewhere the DEIS notes that the hurricanes resulted
in major socioeconomic changes affecting population, employment and
regional income.
The State also commented that the DEIS's treatment of mitigation
for activities that could be authorized in the 2007-2012 leasing program
is inadequate. The DEIS indicates that mitigation for such activities will
be addressed during the lease stage and thereafter. Again, such deferral is
unacceptable. The State asserts that this shifting of identification and
consideration of appropriate mitigation is inconsistent with NEPA re-
quirements, and that a program for mitigation can best be developed at
the five-year program development stage and then be implemented dur-
ing the lease sale stage and thereafter.
Finally, with respect to the alternatives discussed the State notes that
the "No' Action" alternative in the DEIS fails to address the meaningful
issues, such as the short-term energy impact, if any, that might result
from a 5-year hiatus in leasing in the Gulf, or to consider a broader range
of potential impacts on local jurisdictions. In addition, the State com-
mented that the final EIS should include a review of alternative leasing
systems that may increase competition for, and revenue from, offshore
leases in the Gulf. The State has requested inclusion of this discussion
repeatedly, with no response from MMS.
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Given the deferral of any meaningful discussion of impacts in the
DEIS, the State commented that it was constrained to provide meaning-
ful comments under section 18 of the OCSLA until it has the opportunity
to review the draft multi-sale EIS for the 2007-2012 Gulf lease sales.
However, the State asserted that absent the development of adequate in-
formation on impacts, there will be limited ability to ensure that any fu-
ture OCS leasing activity is fully mitigated, as required by the State's
policies. Therefore, the State noted that it would appear to be more ap-
propriate to consider a short hiatus in leasing in the Gulf until such in-
formation has been developed and analyzed.
B. The Draft Multi-Sale EIS for 2007-2012 Gulf of Mexico OCS
Lease Sales
On November 17, 2006, MMS published notice of the availability
of a draft EIS on tentatively scheduled 2007-2012 oil and gas leasing
proposals in the Western and Central Gulf of Mexico.59 The State of
Louisiana submitted detailed comments on January 5, 2007. As summa-
rized below, the State found this DEIS to suffer from many of the same
kinds of shortcomings as MMS's earlier environmental documents.
For example, the State noted that MMS continues to defer examina-
tion of significant issues until later stages in the process and continues to
make projections of potential activities without testing the accuracy of
past projections. Without such testing, the reasonableness of the projec-
tions in the DEIS cannot be measured.
The State further asserted that levee-based protection of infrastruc-
ture, integrated with an aggressive coastal restoration effort, is essential
to the survival of coastal Louisiana, which in turn is vital to continued
OCS development in the Gulf of Mexico. The State suggested that the
final EIS should include a risk-based analysis of hazards faced by the
coastal communities and infrastructure that support OCS oil and gas ac-
tivities in the Gulf, focusing on risk-identification, probabilities of occur-
rence and mea3ures to preclude or ameliorate those risks. The State went
on to assert that, because of the extent to which coastal wetlands are be-
ing degraded by OCS activities to meet the nation's oil and gas needs,
MMS should include in the final EIS a compensatory mitigation plan for
the unavoidable loss of wetlands attributable to OCS-related activities. In
addition, the State urged MMS to provide an economic review of its
funding programs which provides information relative to the level of
funding that has been expended for the range of activities it is involved
in, for all states that share the revenue.
In addition, the State expressed disagreement with the DEIS's over-
all treatment of mitigation for the proposed activities. For example, the
DEIS recognizes that revenue received by locally affected communities
5 71 Fed. Reg 66971 (Nov. 17, 2006).
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through revenue sharing would act as mitigation of OCS-related impacts
to coastal communities such as Lafourche Parish. However, despite rec-
ognition elsewhere in the document of adverse OCS-related impacts to
coastal communities, the DEIS fails to include any mitigation measures
to address these impacts. In another instance, the DEIS briefly discusses
mitigation measures, but fails to address their effectiveness at mitigating
their targeted impacts. The State urged MMS to identify and describe
mitigation measures to address impacts to affected coastal communities
in the final EIS, including identifying those measures that MMS asserts
are a standard part of the MMS program and describing how these meas-
ures are implemented by MMS to meet the "zero tolerance" standards
stated in the DEIS.
With respect to alternative leasing strategies, the DEIS suggested
this possibility for the first time in an MMS environmental document.
However, the State expressed disappointment in its comments that only
one alternative, nominated blocks, was discussed and quickly dismissed.
The State asserted that it continues to maintain that areawide leasing may
not be the most appropriate scheme for managing the finite OCS oil and
gas resources of the Gulf, cited studies criticizing the areawide system,
and reviewed possible alternatives that should be critically evaluated in
the final EIS. Included in those alternatives is requiring bidding on royal-
ties, as Louisiana does, or imposing a severance tax on the minerals ex-
tracted from the OCS. The State pointed out that MMS's leasing prac-
tices not only lose revenues that could be shared with the states for re-
source restoration and protection efforts, but also establish an artificially
created imbalance of competition between mineral leases in state and
federal waters. In addition, the State emphasized the competitive and
environmental benefits of reducing the number of lease sales per year
from two to one, coupled with a nomination and tract selection leasing
system. In summary, the State urged MMS to conduct a cost/benefit
analysis of the areawide leasing system, as alluded to in a 2004 MMS
study, before dismissing the alternatives.
The second half of the State's comments focused on flaws in DEIS
analysis of environmental impacts. Those flaws include:
i. the suggestion in the socioeconomic analysis that only labor
market areas in Texas will be impacted by proposed actions in the
Western Planning Area;
ii. the assumption in the socioeconomic analysis that there will be
no changes in the Gulf Coast economy over the next 40 years in the
face of well-documented acceleration of social change and the mas-
sive disruption of the economy by the 2005 hurricanes;
iii. the characterization of estimated wetlands losses as "negligi-
ble" and the underestimation of such losses attributable to OCS ac-
tivities, as well as the failure to provide for compensatory mitiga-
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tion, consistent with the State's "no net loss of wetlands" policy, for
any and all loss of wetland values that might not be provided
through .ither the State's coastal use or Corps of Engineers' permit-
ting process;
iv. inadequate analysis of the potential impacts resulting from a
significant projected increase in the number of service-vessel and
helicopter traffic;
v. inadequate assessment of land use and coastal infrastructure
needs, such as roads, schools, power, water, communications sys-
tems, or waste collection and disposal;
vi. the failure'to identify any mitigation measures to address sig-
nificant impacts on infrastructure, land use and demographics in
Port Fourchon, Lafourche Parish, other communities and LA High-
way 1, as required by NEPA;
vii. the unsupported conclusions that no new waste disposal and
storage facilities will be needed to support OCS program activities;
viii. the failure to address the hurricane protection necessary for on-
shore communities and infrastructure that will service OCS activi-
ties; and
ix. the failure to support the conclusion that impacts to coastal wa-
ter quality will be minimal.
In addition, the State suggested that MMS issue a supplemental
DEIS, withopportunity for comment, incorporating the results of an
MMS-sponsored study of the local, regional, and national infrastructure
at risk in the Gulf region, with a particular focus on energy infrastructure
that was scheduled to be completed, according to the DEIS, at the end of
2006. The State reminded MMS that it should ensure that the FEIS con-
siders and ref.ects any information in recent studies and reports that may
be relevant to the analysis.
Finally, :he State commented that in the final EIS, MMS should
thoroughly ccnsider and evaluate the impacts from expanded lease sale
205, including the cumulative impacts when added to the other lease
sales identified in the DEIS, and include all necessary information and
analysis regarding these impacts.
B. Lease Sale 224
Most recently, MMS published a Call for Information and Nomina-
tions and Notice of Intent (Call/NOI) to prepare a supplemental EIS on
Lease Sale 224,60 which covers a portion of the "181 Area" of the East-
em Gulf Planning Area. This area was opened to oil and gas leasing in
6 Ouiter.Continental Shelf (OCS), Eastern Gulf of Mexico (GOM), Oil and Gas Lease
Sale 224 for 2008, 72 Fed. Reg. 7070 (Feb. 14, 2007). MMS initially prepared an EIS for
*the 181 Area in 2001.
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the Gulf of Mexico Energy Security Act of 2006, enacted in December
2006.61 The State of Louisiana submitted its comments on March 16,
2007.
In its comments, the State urged MMS to thoroughly reevaluate the
environmental impacts of the proposed sale in light of the current envi-
ronmental and socioeconomic baseline after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
The State further asserted that MMS must compare the assumptions, es-
timates, and projections in earlier NEPA documents examining the po-
tential effects of OCS activities to coastal Louisiana with actual experi-
ence in order to determine their validity and make appropriate refine-
ments.
In addition, the State commented that the information from two
studies, which were referenced in the EA for Lease Sale 200, must be
incorporated into the Lease Sale 224 SEIS. Those studies, on which
MMS and LSU's Coastal Marine Institute are working, will gather in-
formation on the 2005 hurricane-related impacts on the oil and gas indus-
try and on OCS-related infrastructure and communities in the Gulf of
Mexico region. The State asserted that a third study relating to subsi-
dence and wetland loss should also be incorporated into the SEIS.
The State also repeated the view that its "no net loss of wetlands"
policy requires mitigation of any wetlands loss. The State commented
that the SEIS must explain how MMS will ensure that any potential ad-
verse impacts to wetlands and other important coastal features and re-
sources will be mitigated.
The State reminded MMS that pursuant to NEPA, the SEIS must
thoroughly consider the cumulative impacts of the proposed lease sale,
including those associated with past, ongoing and future OCS-related
activity, particularly on the resources, communities and infrastructure in
coastal Louisiana. In addition, the State maintained that the SEIS should
include relevant non-OCS-related activities 9nd impacts, such as those
associated with liquefied natural gas facilities, as well as the reasonably
foreseeable impacts of heightened storm activity predicted for the com-
ing decades.
The State further recommended that the SEIS include an analysis of
safety considerations related to OCS oil and gas infrastructure. The State
asserted that the analysis should address issues such as whether infra-
structure is being constructed using materials and techniques sufficient to
withstand predicted heightened storm activity and whether evacuation
plans provide only for getting personnel to bases immediately onshore,
or provide as well for further evacuation from those bases.
61 S. Res. 3711, 109th Cong. (2006) (enacted).
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Finally, in response to MMS's request for comments on possible
conflicts between future OCS oil and gas activities that may result from
the lease sale and state coastal management programs, the State asserted
that those activities have the potential to adversely affect coastal uses and
resources in Louisiana's coastal zone, including, but not limited to, so-
cioeconomic resources, infrastructure, and wetlands resources. The State
reminded MMS that pursuant to the CZMA, it must ensure that Lease
Sale 224 will tie carried out in a manner consistent to the maximum ex-
tent practicable with the enforceable policies of the LCRP.
VI. Unresolved Issues Associated with Mitigation Revenues
In the last two congressional sessions, legislation was enacted that
earmarked funds specifically for assisting producing coastal states in
mitigating the impacts from OCS oil and gas production. However, as
discussed below, these laws, while helpful, are problematic in certain
aspects and do not wholly solve the mitigation issues associated with the
impacts from CICS oil and gas production on coastal resources and infra-
structure.62
In section 334 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, Congress enacted
an amendment to the OCSLA section which provided for coastal impact
assistance to the producing coastal states and their coastal political sub-
divisions in mitigating the impacts from OCS oil and gas production.6 3
The amendment requires MMS to disburse $250 million for each fiscal
year from 2007Y-2010 to be allocated among the producing coastal states
and their coastal political subdivisions, according to the formula set forth
in the amendment. These funds can only be disbursed to states for which
MMS has approved a coastal impact assistance plan; final plans must be
submitted to M VIS no later than July 8, 2008. MMS must approve or dis-
approve a coastal impact assistance plan within 90 days. The amendment
provides that all amounts received under the program may be used only
for one or more of the following purposes:
i. projec ts and activities for the conservation, protection, or resto-
ration of coastal areas, including wetland;
ii. mitigation of damage to fish, wildlife, or natural resources;
iii. planning assistance and the administrative costs of compliance;
iv. implementation of a federally-approved marine, coastal, or
comprehensive conservation management plan; and
62 Beginning in 1986, the coastal producing states have also received a maximum of
27% of revenues f-om federal lease tracts that lie wholly or partially within 3 nautical
miles of the seaward boundary of coastal states. 43 U.S.C. § 1337(g). Louisiana has re-
ceived roughly $1 billion in revenue- under this provision over the last twenty years. This
information can be found at http://diir.luisiana.gov/sec/execdiv/techasmt/facts fipures/
table30.htm.
63 43 U.S.C. §I 356a.
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iv. mitigation of the impact of OCS activities through funding of
onshore infrastructure projects and public service needs.6
In addition, the amendment restricts the amount of funds that can be
used for the purposes in subsections iii. and v. above to 23% of the
amounts received in any fiscal year.s
The State of Louisiana issued its draft Coastal Impact Assistance
Plan in February 2007.66 Although the amounts received by any one pro-
ducing coastal state under the Coastal Impact Assistance Program will be
welcome and will no doubt assist in mitigating the impact of OCS activi-
ties on coastal resources and infrastructure, the yearly amount authorized
by Congress must be allocated among seven producing coastal states.
Moreover, the program has been authorized only through 2010. Finally,
there are percentage limits on the yearly amounts that may be used for
certain purposes.
As noted above, in late December 2006, Congress passed and the
President signed the Gulf of Mexico Energy Security Act of 2006. Per-
haps the most significant aspect of this legislation was the provision of
substantial additional revenues to the coastal states from OCS leases in
the Gulf. The congressional representatives from Louisiana had at-
tempted to secure such relief for decades as the State watched its coastal
resources decline. However, following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita,
Congress appeared finally to listen.
With respect to revenue sharing, section 5 of the Act provides that
from 2007-2016, an additional portion of the revenues from new leases
entered into for areas in the 181 Area located in the Eastern Planning
Area and the 181 South Area, which the Act opened to oil and gas leas-
ing, will be allocated to the Gulf producing states. Beginning in 2017,
additional revenues will be allocated to the Gulf producing states from
new leases for the 181 Area, the 181 South Area, and the 2002-2007
planning area. The legislation restricts use of the additional revenues to
the following purposes:
i. projects and activities for the purposes of coastal protections,
including conservation, coastal restoration, hurricane protection, and
infrastructure directly affected by coastal wetland losses;
ii. mitigation of damage to fish, wildlife, or natural resources;
iii. implementation of a federally-approved marine, coastal, or
comprehensive conservation management plan;
iv. mitigation of the impact of OCS activities through the funding
of onshore infrastructure projects; and
64 Id. § 1356a(d)(1).
6 Id. § 1356a(d)(3).
66 The draft plan is available at htp://dnr.louisiana.2ov/crm/ciap/ciap.asm.
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v. planning assistance and the administrative costs of compliance.
The listed purposes are almost identical to the purposes listed in the
Coastal Impact Assistance Program. The only limitation on use of
amount received is that no more than 3% may be used for planning assis-
tance and administrative compliance costs. In addition, the Act caps the
total amount of revenues made available for 2016-2055 cannot exceed
$500 million per year.
In testimory before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources on J nuary 25, 2007, the Assistant Secretary, Office of Min-
eral Resources for LDNR testified that Louisiana is projected to receive
at least $13 billion over the next 30 years as a result of the new legisla-
tion. The Assis:ant Secretary further testified that the dedicated funds
would be used to finance a comprehensive coastal protection and restora-
tion plan that will be finalized in the spring of 2007.
The long-awaited revenue sharing legislation will provide Louisiana
and other produzing coastal states with a significant source of funds for
mitigating the impact of OCS activities. However, the bulk of those
funds will not b, available for use until 2017. Thus, the issue of respon-
sibility and funding for mitigation before 2017 remains an open question.
During the next ten years, more damage will occur to coastal resources
from OCS oil and gas development activities, in addition to the damage
that has already taken place, but has not yet been mitigated. The funds
that will be available to the coastal producing states for mitigation during
the next ten years are not adequate to keep pace with the ongoing damag-
ing impacts.
As the State has pointed out in its comments on the most recent
MMS environmental documents, mitigation must be addressed in order
to comply with NEPA. To date, the MMS has not adequately addressed
this issue in its NEPA documents. The NEPA regulations require an
agency to identify mitigation possibilities in an EIS in discussing project
alternatives and the resulting environmental effects. In addition, an
agency must state, as part of its ultimate decision, whether it has adopted
- 69mitigation measures. If the agency has adopted mitigation measures, it
must implement those measures.70
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), the agency responsi-
ble for the NEPA implementing regulations, has provided additional
guidance on mitigation as follows:
67 Significantly, the State of Louisiana had already passed a constitutional amendment
that specifically direted that the funds be used for restoring Louisiana's wetlands and for
hurricane protection. La. Const. art. VII, § 10.2 (amended 2006).
68 40 C.F.R. §§ I 502.14(f), 1502.16(h).
69 Id. § 1505.2.
70 Id. § 1505.3.
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The mitigation measures discussed in an EIS must cover the range
of impacts of the proposal. The measures must include such things
as design alternatives that would decrease pollution emissions, con-
struction impacts, esthetic intrusion, as well as relocation assistance,
possible land use controls that could be enacted, and other possible
efforts...
All relevant, reasonable mitigation measures that could improve the
project are to be identified, even if they are outside the jurisdiction
of the lead agency or the cooperating agencies, and thus would not
be committed to as part of the [Record of Decision] of these agen-
cies. This will serve to alert agencies or officials who can implement
these extra measures, and will encourage them to do so. . . . [T]o
ensure that environmental effects of a proposed action are fairly as-
sessed, the probability of the mitigation measures being imple-
mented must also be discussed. Thus, the EIS and the Record of
Decision should indicate the likelihood that such measures will be
adopted or enforced by the responsible agencies.n
MMS has not discussed mitigation in its environmental analyses for
OCS lease sales in sufficient detail to ensure that the environmental con-
sequences of its leasing actions have been fairly evaluated.72 Instead, in
its environmental analyses, MMS has taken an overly narrow approach
of simply listing the available statutory sources for mitigation funding.73
At a minimum, under NEPA, MMS must identify all relevant, reasonable
mitigation measures that could address the impacts of OCS oil and gas
leasing activities on coastal resources and infrastructure. Whether MMS
has the responsibility under the OCSLA to go even farther and ensure
that those impacts are mitigated is yet to be determined.
VII. The Future of Oil and Gas Leasing in the Gulf of Mexico
The future of oil and gas leasing in the Gulf of Mexico depends in
large measure on how well MMS complies in the future with its obliga-
tions under NEPA, the CZMA and the OCSLA in future leasing actions.
The State of Louisiana has already successfully affected the OCS leasing
schedule through litigation in an effort to persuade MMS to pause.long
enough to conduct a meaningful environmental review of the impacts of
OCS oil and gas leasing. That review should include a proper assessment
71 Council on Environmental Quality's Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning
CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026, 18,031
(Mar. 23, 1981).
72 See Miss. River Basin Alliance v. Westphal, 230 F.3d 170, 176-77 (5th Cir. 2000),
citing Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 352-53 (1989).
7 Notice of Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 71 Fed. Reg.
50,457 (Aug. 25, 2006); Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), Eastern Gulf of Mexico (GOM),
Oil and Gas Lease Sale 224 for 2008, 72 Fed. Reg. 7070 (Feb. 14, 2007).
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of the current .nvironmental baseline, based on new information that
either has been developed or is in the process of being developed, before
proceeding with future leasing actions that could cause irreparable harm
to coastal resources and infrastructure. It remains to be seen whether
MMS will take full advantage of that opportunity.
It also remains to be seen whether MMS will begin treating the pro-
ducing coastal states as true partners in the OCS oil and gas leasing proc-
ess through meaningful dialogue to address the states' concerns, as Con-
gress intended, or whether MMS will simply continue to respond to the
states in a perfunctory manner that gives the impression that the final
decisions on environmental analyses and consistency determinations are
foregone conclusions. If MMS continues on that course, the agency has
already been warned by one court that it may be enjoined on a permanent
basis until it complies with its statutory obligations. In the long run, such
a course could unnecessarily create even more delay for OCS oil and gas
development.
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